CAREER EVENT YEAR 9

ENLIGHTEN EDUCATION (Girls) and the OXYGEN FACTORY (Boys)

Tuesday 17th September

On Tuesday the 17th September all of our Year 9 students will have the opportunity to participate in presentations at school by national motivational speakers from Enlighten Education and the Oxygen Factory.

ENLIGHTEN EDUCATION

The girls will be attending workshops from Enlighten Education. The presenter will assist girls with problem solving, decision making, employability skills, resumes in addition to making girls aware of their personal attributes and skills needed for future success. The workshop recognises the diverse interests of young girls and empowers them for the future.

OXYGEN FACTORY

The boys will be attending a seminar from the Oxygen Factory. The presenter will assist the boys with problem solving, decision making and employability skills. The seminar is designed to assist young males to overcome challenges, enhance their sense of self and reach their potential. The programme is a chance for the boys to receive information about career and life opportunities.
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